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Abstract

We give a proof of weak Leopoldt’s conjecture a la Perrin-Riou, under
some technical condition, for the p-adic realizations of the motive asso-
ciated to Hecke characters over an imaginary quadratic field K of class
number 1, where p is a prime > 3 and where the CM elliptic curve as-
sociated to the Hecke character has good reduction at the primes above
p in K. This proof makes use of the 2-variable Iwasawa main conjecture
proved by Rubin. Thus we prove the Jannsen conjecture for the above
p-adic realizations for almost all Tate twists.

1 The formulation of weak Leopoldt’s conjec-
ture and weak Jannsen’s conjecture for Hecke
characters

Let us first introduce the p-adic integer realizations associated to Hecke char-
acters. The aim of this paper is verify for these realizations the weak Leopoldt
conjecture a la Perrin-Riou and Jannsen’s conjecture for almost all Tate twists.

Let E be a fixed elliptic curve with CM, which is defined over an imaginary
quadratic field K, with CM by OK , the ring of integers of K. Note that this
implies cl(K) = 1. Associated to this elliptic curve there is a CM-character
ϕ of the imaginary quadratic field K with conductor f, (an ideal of OK that
coincides with the conductor of the elliptic curve E).

Let us consider once for all p be an odd prime where E has good reduction
at the primes above p in K, ordinary or supersingular. We impose p 6= 3 in
order that any primitive p-root of unity is in K. Thus in particular p - DK the
discriminant of K.

Let us introduce the motives and the p-adic realizations on which we study
the conjectures. Consider the category of Chow motives MQ(K) over K with
morphisms induced by graded correspondences in Chow theory tensored with
Q. Then, the motive of the elliptic curve E has a canonical decomposition
h(E)Q = h0(E)Q ⊕ h1(E)Q ⊕ h2(E)Q. The motive h1(E)Q has a multiplication
by K [5]. Let us consider the motive ⊗w

Qh1(E)Q, for w a strictly positive integer,
which has multiplication by Tw := ⊗w

QK. Observe that Tw has a decomposition∏
θ Tθ as a product of fields Tθ

∼= K, where θ runs through the Aut(C)-orbits
of wג = Hom(Tw,C), where ג = Hom(K,C). This decomposition defines some
idempotents eθ and gives also a decomposition of the motive and its realizations.
Let us fix once and for all an immersion λ : K → C as in [5, p.135].

The L-function associated to the motive eθ(⊗wh1(E)Q) corresponds to the
L-function associated to ψ

θ
= eθ(⊗wϕ) : A∗K → T ∗θ ([5, §1.3.1]) a CM-character,

which, with the fixed embedding λ, corresponds to ϕaϕb, where a, b ≥ 0 are
integers such that w = a + b and we suppose a 6= b once and for all, otherwise
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the CM-character is a power of the cyclotomic character. The pair (a, b) is
called the infinite type for ψθ. We note that there are different θ with the
same infinite type. Every θ gives two elements of ,wג one given by the infinite
type ϑ ∈ θ ∩ HomK(Tw,C) and the other comes from considering the other
embedding of K as the fixed one.

There are at least three equivalent notions of a Hecke character, see [7, p.48].
One is the notion of CM-character used above, [7, p.48, definition 2]. For Hecke
L-functions and the Galois group action on the p-adic realization associated to
the Hecke motive, we use the notion of a character which is trivial on K∗ and
with image in some idèle group, ψθ : IK/K∗ → ITθ

[7, p.48, definition 3]. The
associated complex Hecke character, in order to define the Hecke L-function, is
constructed from ψθ by taking the archimedian places of ITθ

which correspond
to the fixed immersion of K in C in our situation. The character constructed
from ψθ by taking the components of the places of ITθ

above p is called ψθ,p

and is related with the Galois action on the p-adic realization associated to
the motive. The character ψθ,p factors through Gal(Kab/K) and has image in
(Tθ⊗Zp)∗. We will use the term Hecke character when we want to consider this
notion from now on.

Take the integral Chow motive h1E (similar to h1EQ but without tensoring
by Q the correspondences). It has multiplication by OK . Consider then the
integral Chow motive ⊗wh1E,, it has multiplication by Ow := ⊗w

ZOK . Notice
that eθ is not integral in general for w > 1, but is contained in OK [1/DK ]. Let’s
denote by

Mθ := eθ(⊗wh1(E)Q ⊗OK
OK [1/DK ]),

considered as an Chow motive with coefficients in OK [1/DK ] (i.e. we tensor by
⊗OK

OK [1/DK ] the correspondences), and by MθQ its image in MQ(K).
The p-adic realization of the motive Mθ(n) is given by Hw

et(Mθ×K K,Qp(n))
and denote it by MθQp(n), and is isomorphic to

eθ(⊗w(TpE ⊗Qp))(n− w),

which Galois action given by ψθ,pχ
n−w
cycl ⊗Qp (see [2, Lemma 2.2]), where χcycl

denotes the cyclotomic character.
Denote by S a finite set of non-archimedian places of K which contains the

primes above p and the ones where the p-adic realization is ramified, denote by
KS the maximal field extension of K which is unramified outside the primes of
S, and we denote GS by Gal(KS/K).

For MθQp(n) = Hw
et(Mθ×K K,Qp(n)) the set S contains the finite primes of

K which divide pfθ, where fθ is the conductor of ψθ. We have also a Galois invari-
ant lattice associated to it MθZp(n) := Hw

ét(Mθ ×K K,Zp(n)) ⊗OK OK [1/DK ],
which is isomorphic (p - DK) to

eθ(⊗wTpE)(n− w)

where the Galois action is given by ψθ,pχ
n−w
cycl [2, Lemma 2.2]. For an extended

explanation of these motives we refer to [2, §2].
In these realizations, if we consider that eθ(⊗wh1(E)Q) ⊆ hw(Ew)Q the

Jannsen conjecture for hw(Ew) implies the following conjecture for the Hecke
characters.
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Conjecture 1.1 (weak Jannsen’s conjecture). Let p be an odd prime which
E has good reduction over the primes over p in K. Let S be a set of primes of
K which contains the primes of K over p and the primes of f. Then,

H2(GS ,MθQp
(n)) = 0,

for all n up to a finite set of twist.

Remark 1.2. Jannsen’s conjecture specifies which Tate twists could be not zero,
for this reason we call the above conjecture by the term weak. In our specific
situation, the above cohomology group should vanish for all n > w + 1 and
w + 1 < 2n (see [3, conjecture 2.1]), moreover int the CM-situation or for
realizations associated to Hecke characters this range should be smaller. For a
study of the Jannsen conjecture with fixed Tate twist n and an overview of the
known situations in the case of Hecke characters we refer to [3].

Remark 1.3. The usual formulation of the conjecture states that S contains the
primes over pfθ instead of pf. Using the Hochshild-Serre spectral sequence with
properties for cohomology of local Galois group we obtain that the conjecture can
be formulated as we do in 1.1 (see for example the proof of lemma 1.5 [3]).

Now, we show that the above conjecture is exactly weak Leopoldt’s con-
jecture a la Perrin-Riou for these realizations. Let us now introduce weak
Leopoldt’s conjecture a la Perrin-Riou for these concrete realizations and the
equivalence between conjectures. We refer to Perrin-Riou [12, Appendix B] for
the interested reader on weak Leopoldt’s conjecture and known results (see also
the paper of Kato [10] for results on modular forms).

We need to introduce some Iwasawa theory notation for imaginary quadratic
fields. Let us denote K(E[pi+1]) = Ki, Γ = Gal(K(E[p∞]/K(µp∞)) and ∆ =
Gal(K0/K). Take the following notation for some Iwasawa algebras:

Λ := Zp[[lim←−
n

Gal(Kn/K)]]

which is isomorphic to Zp[∆][[Tc, Ta]] where Tc, Ta denote two variables and ∆
is isomorphic to Z/(p − 1) × Z(p − 1) in the ordinary situation (p splits in K)
or Z/(p2 − 1) in the supersingular situation (p is prime ideal of K), and

Λ(cycl) := Zp[[Gal(K(µp∞)/K)]],

where µpn denotes the pn roots of unity, observe Λ(cycl) is isomorphic to
Zp[[Tc]] × Z/p − 1, Zp[[Tc]] corresponds the Iwasawa algebra associated to the
cyclotomic Zp-extension of K and Zp[[Ta]] the one associated to the anticyclo-
tomic Zp-extension.

Let Kcyc ⊆ K(µp∞) be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K and set ∆′ =
Gal(K(µp∞)/Kcyc), we have a decomposition

Λ(cycl) = ⊕χΛ(cycl)χ

where χ denotes the p-adic characters of ∆′ and Λ(cycl)χ = eχΛ(cycl) where eχ

is the idempotent associated to χ.
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Proposition 1.4. (Jannsen, [8, Lemma 8]) The trueness of Jannsen’s conjec-
ture 1.1 is equivalent that the Galois cohomology group

H2(Gal(KS/K(µp∞)),M∗
θQp

(1)/M∗
θZp

(1)) = 0,

where ∗ means Hom(−,Qp) or Hom(−,Zp) respectively.

Proof. Only note that [8, Lemma 8b)] implies that the conjecture 1.1 is equiv-
alent H2(Gal(KS/K(µp∞)),M∗

θQp
(1)/M∗

θZp
(1))eχ = 0 for all idempotents eχ,

therefore by the idempotent decomposition

H2(Gal(KS/K(µp∞)),M∗
θQp

(1)/M∗
θZp

(1)) = 0.

Observe that the above vanishing of the Galois cohomology group is not
affected by the Tate twist, then we can formulate the next result for any n ∈ Z:

Proposition 1.5. (Perrin-Riou, [12, prop.1.3.2.]) It is equivalent:

1. eχlim
←−
m

H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm)),MθZp(n)) is a torsion Λ(cycl)χ-module for ev-

ery character χ of ∆′.

2. H2(Gal(KS/K(µp∞)),M∗
θQp

(1)/M∗
θZp

(1)) = 0.

Conjecture 1.6 (weak Leopoldt’s conjecture a la Perrin-Riou). The
Λ(cycl)χ-module eχlim

←−
m

H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm)),MθZp(n)) is Λ(cycl)χ-torsion.

The aim of this paper is to prove the conjecture 1.6, (equivalently the weak
Jannsen conjecture) at ordinary and supersingular situation following the proofs
given in the situation where w = 1, (Rubin [15] at ordinary primes, and Mc-
Connel [11] at supersingular primes). We write in detail only the supersingular
situation because the ordinary situation is known to the specialists.

The results that we obtain in this paper should be a consequence of the µ
vanishing in abelian extensions of K of the cyclotomic Zp-extension tower, see
for example [3, §5]. Moreover, Erich Hecke associated to any Hecke character
a modular form of some weight, then the results here are also a consequence of
Kato’s result [10, §15, Theorem 12.4] but our proof differs from Kato’s proof.

Remark 1.7. If we prove conjecture 1.6 with n fixed, say w, then by proposition
1.5 we prove weak Leopoldt’s conjecture for any Tate twist n, and therefore weak
Jannsen’s conjecture. Thus in the following we can fix once and for all n = w
in order to obtain the conjectures.

2 Generalized Selmer groups whose dual are tor-
sion Iwasawa modules

Let us impose once and for all that the primes which divides f the conductor of
the elliptic curve E are in the fixed set S, and let us remember that p > 3 is a
prime where E has good reduction at the primes above p in K. Denote by K∞
the field extension ∪iKi = K(E[p∞]).
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We notice here that all this section we work with the Tate twist w, but with
minor changes in the proofs (mainly we work in extension fields of K(µp∞)),
the results works with the Tate twist w + i.

The idea to prove that eχlim
←−
m

H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm)),MθZp
(w)) is Λ(cycl)χ-

torsion is as follows: translate the question to prove that the Pontrjagin dual
of some kind of Selmer group, say e-Selmer group, is Λ(cycl)-torsion. For every
field extension of K we can associate e-Selmer group which on K(µp∞) is the
one that we are interested and on K∞ is an homomorphism module with some of
the factors a Λ-torsion Iwasawa module. Then try to make Galois descent from
K∞ to K(µp∞) in order to have some control on the characteristic polynomial in
the descent. The mainly technical condition appears when we want that descent
argument works, i.e. we need that some Galois cohomology group should vanish.

Let us now define the e-Selmer groups which are the useful ones for our aim
(we refer to Rubin [18, Chapter I] for generalities on Selmer groups).

Let M be any field with M ⊆ K. Define now the finite local conditions
at places of M with v - p for the Gal(M/M)-module (MθZp

(w))′ where
′

=
Hom(−,Qp/Zp(1)). Denote by A = (MθZp(w))′, V = Hom(MθZp(w),Qp(1))
and T = Hom(MθZp(w),Zp(1)), then the local finite Galois group at v - p with
v ∈ Spec(L) are defined by

H1
f (Mv, V ) := ker(H1(Mv, V ) → H1(Iv, V ))

H1
f (Mv, T ) := i−1

v (H1
f (Mv, V ))

H1
f (Mv, A) := jv(H1

f (Mv, V ))

where iv : H1(Mv, T ) → H1(Mv, V ), jv : H1(Mv, V ) → H1(Mv, A) induced by
0 → T → V → A → 0. This definition is extended to p-adic realizations V
which are finite generated with a Galois invariant lattice on it T . There is an
analog for v | p of the above finite cohomology groups (see [18, chapter I] for its
definition), but we do not need for our interest in this work.

The extended Selmer group is classically defined without taking account of
the local conditions at the primes dividing p and is defined by

Selext(M, A) := ker(H1(M, A) →
∏

v-p

H1(Mv, A)
H1

f (Mv, A)
).

Observe that the local conditions that we impose on the Selmer group for v - p
is related to the unramified cohomology groups (see for example [18, Lemma
1.3.5]). The extended Selmer group can be used as the good e-Selmer group for
our question if p is splits in K, ordinary situation.

The restricted Selmer group is defined by

Selr(M,A) := ker(H1(M,A) →
∏

v-p

H1(Mv, A)
H1

f (Mv, A)

∏

v|p
H1(Mv, A)).

Observe that the local conditions that we impose on the restricted Selmer group
is related to take restrictions for cohomology classes on the Galois group of the
unramified extension outside p of M , unramified cohomology group, and totally
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decomposed at primes above p. This is the good e-Selmer group for our question
if p is inert in K, at supersingular case.

To simplify notation we denote PS,M for a field M such that K ⊆ M ⊆ KS

by
∏

v∈S\Sp

H1(Mv, (MθZp(w)
′
)

H1
f (Mv, (MθZp

(w))′)

∏

v∈Sp

H1(Mv, (MθZp
(w))

′
))

where v ∈ S (respectively Sp or S \ Sp) denotes the set v of places of M which
are above the chosen fixed finite places of K that are in S(respectively v|p or
v ∈ S and v /∈ p).

Definition 2.1. The restricted subgroup of the Selmer group for ψθ for any
field M such that M ⊆ K(E[p∞]) ⊆ KS is defined by

RM := ker(rS,M : H1(Gal(KS/M), (MθZp
(w))

′
) → PS,M )

where rS,M is the product of restriction maps (with the factorization through the
finite cohomology groups in the places S \ Sp).

We need to introduce some notation for the Iwasawa theory of imaginary
quadratic fields. Let us introduce first this Iwasawa theory notation.

Let X∞ be the Galois group for the maximal abelian p-extension Mp
∞,p of

K∞ which is unramified outside of the primes above p. Denote by Ã∞ be the
Galois group for the maximal abelian p-extension Mp

∞,∅,p−td of K∞ which is
unramified outside of the primes above p and totally decomposed at the primes
above p. Denote by A∞ be the Galois group for the maximal abelian p-extension
Mp
∞,∅ of K∞ which is unramified. Remember that X∞ is Λ-torsion only when p

is ordinary, therefore this module is not the convenient one in the supersingular
situation, but Ã∞ is always Λ-torsion module (we have the natural projection
map A∞ → Ã∞ and A∞ is Λ-torsion [16]).

Lemma 2.2. Let p be a supersingular or ordinary prime for E then we have:

1. RK(E[p∞])
∼= Hom(Ã∞, (MθZp(w))

′
) ⊆ Hom(A∞, (MθZp(w))

′
)

2. The Pontryagin dual of RK(E[p∞]) denoted by ˆRK(E[p∞]) is isomorphic to
Hom(MθZp(w), Ã∞),

thus ˆRK(E[p∞]) is a torsion Λ-module.

Proof. Recall K∞ = K(E[p∞]). Observe RK∞ are the homomorphisms in

Hom(Gal(KS/K∞), (MθZp(w))
′
)

which are non-ramified at any place of S (because over K0 the elliptic curve
has good reduction everywhere, thus MθZp(w) is unramified everywhere over
K∞ and apply then [18, Lemma 1.3.5.iv]) and moreover are completely split
at the places above p (by the local conditions at v ∈ Sp) therefore if factors
through the maximal p-extension over K∞ non-ramified in any place at which
decompose totally at the places above p which is Ã∞. For the last inclusion,
take the functor Hom(−,MθZp(w)′) on the projection map A∞ → Ã∞.
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The second statement follows by adjoint functor properties:

ˆRK(E[p∞]) = HomZp
(HomZp

(Ã∞, (MθZp
(w)

′
),Qp/Zp)

∼= HomZp
(HomZp

(Ã∞,Qp/Zp)⊗MθZp
(w),Qp/Zp) ∼=

HomZp(MθZp(w),HomZp(HomZp(Ã∞,Qp/Zp),Qp/Zp)) ∼=
∼= HomZp

(MθZp
(w), Ã∞).

Now, we do descent argument from K∞ to K(µp∞). Observe first:

Lemma 2.3. The Λ(cycl)-modules lim
←−
m

H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm)), MθZp
(w)) and ˆRK(µp∞ )

are isomorphic. In particular, eχlim
←−
m

H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm)),MθZp
(w)) is Λ(cyc)χ-

torsion if and only if eχ
ˆRK(µp∞ ) is Λ(cyc)χ-torsion.

Proof. The result is an application of Tate-Poitou long exact sequence. Observe
first that RK(µp∞ ) = lim

−→
m

RK(µpm ). We have the exact sequence:

0 → RK(µpm ) → H1(KS/K(µpm),MθZp(w)
′
) → (1)

∏

v∈S\Sp

H1(K(µpm)v, (MθZp(w)
′
)

H1
f (K(µpm)v, (MθZp(w)′)

∏

v∈Sp

H1(K(µpm)v, (MθZp(w))
′
).

Denote by Lm,v = H1
f (K(µpm)v,MθZp(w)) if v ∈ S \ Sp and for v ∈ Sp

Lm,v = H1(K(µpm)v, MθZp(w)); by local Tate duality
H1(K(µpm )v,(MθZp (w))

′
)

H1
f (K(µpm )v,(MθZp (w))′ )

is the Pontrjagin dual of Lm,v for v ∈ S \ Sp, in particular we obtain that is
isomorphic to H1(K(µpm)v, (MθZp(w))

′
)/L⊥m,v. Taking Pontrjagin duality on

the exact sequence (1), we obtain the short exact sequence:
∏

v∈S

Lv,m
β1−→ H1(KS/K(µpm),MθZp(w)

′
)∨ → ˆRK(µpm ) → 0,

where ∨ mean the Pontrjagyn dual.
The map β1 appears in the Tate-Poitou sequence, therefore we have the

following exact sequence (see for example [20, p.119]):
Y
v∈S

Lv,m
β1−→ H1(KS/K(µpm), MθZp(w)

′
)∨ → H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm)), MθZp(w)) →

therefore we obtain an exact sequence

0 → ˆRK(µpm ) → H2(Gal(KS/K(µpm),MθZp(w)))

→
∏

v∈S

H2(Gal(Kv,S/K(µpm)v),MθZp(w))),

and observe H2(KS,v/K(µpm)v),MθZp(w)) = 0 if v ∈ S \ Sp because by [6,
Proposition 1.9] is known cdp(Gal(KS,v/K(µpm)v)) ≤ 1 and if v ∈ Sp because
by duality this cohomology group is dual to taking the invariants which are
trivial, use for example weights arguments.
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Lemma 2.4. As Λ(cycl)-modules we have the natural injections:

RK(µp∞ ) ⊆ HomZp
(Ã∞,MθZp

(w)′)Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞ ))

⊆ HomZp
(A∞,MθZp

(w)′)Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞ )),

under the condition (for the first inclusion) that p + 1 does not divide b− a if p
is inert in K (supersingular situation), and that p− 1 does not divide b− a if p
splits in K (ordinary situation).

Proof. Denote by H = Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞)), remember that RK(E[p∞]) =
HomZp

(Ã∞,MθZp
(w)′) we have the following commutative diagram,

0 → RH
K(E[p∞]) → H1(GK(E[p∞]), (MθZp

(w))′)H → PH
S,K(E[p∞])

↑ α ↑ δ
0 → RK(µp∞ ) → H1(GK(µp∞ ), (MθZp

(w))′) → PS,K(µp∞ )

therefore is enough prove that δ is injective to obtain the result. From the
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is enough, for the injectivity of δ, to prove
that

H1(Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞)), (MθZp(w))′),

is zero, and because we can change the Tate twist, is enough prove that

H1(Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞)), (MθZp(1))′) ∼= eθ(⊗wE[p∞])

(where the isomorphism conjugates by the complex conjugation the Galois ac-
tion) is zero.

Observe that Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞)) is not a p-group and denote by Ωn ⊂
(OK/pn)∗ the image by the composition of the map:

ψθ ⊗ Zp : GK → eθ(⊗wOK)∗ ⊗ Zp
∼= (OK ⊗ Zp)∗

composed by the projection to (OK/pn)∗ which Ωn acts on OK/pnOK by
z : x 7→ zazbx. We prove first that Ωn is not a p-group. Let us suppose
that Gal(K0/K(µp)) acts trivially on eθ(⊗wTpE), then Gal(K0/K) acts as a
power of a cyclotomic character on eθ(⊗wTpE). Suppose first that p is inert
in K. Recall that (OK/p)∗ has order p2 − 1. Observe that ϕ maps bijec-
tively Gal(K0/K) to (OK/p)∗ and the complex conjugation induces the unique
non-trivial automorphism of Kp which is the Frobenius for Kp/Qp. Now if
Gal(K0/K) acts as power of the cyclotomic character by ϕθ⊗Zp, then we have
zazb = znzn, we have zazazb−a = znzn, and then zb−a = zn−azp(n−a) there-
fore b − a ≡ (p + 1)(n − a)mod(p2 − 1), then b − a ≡ 0 mod(p + 1). Suppose
now that p splits in K. Recall that (OK/p)∗ has order (p − 1)2, we study
the map by ψθ ⊗ Zp restricted to the Galois groups Gal(K(E[p∞])/K) and
Gal(K(E[p∗∞])/K) where p = pp∗ is the decomposition of p in K. Then by [7,
p.82] if is a n-power of the cyclotomic character we have a ≡ b mod(p− 1) thus
b− a ≡ 0 mod(p− 1).

Then to obtain the result is enough to prove that H1(Ωn,Op/pn) is zero
because its inductive limit coincides with H1(Gal(K∞/K(µp∞)), (MθZp(1))′),
where Op denotes once and for all OK ⊗ Zp. Denote by Ω′n the the prime p-
part of Ωn, therefore Hi(Ω′n,Op/pn) = 0 for i ≥ 1. If H0(Ω′n,Op/pn) is not
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zero, say x a non-zero element, then (1 − zazb)x ≡ 0(mod pn) in particular
1 − zazb ≡ 0(mod p) ∀z ∈ Ω′n, but under a − b 6≡ 0(mod p + 1) if p inert
or (mod p − 1) if p splits we proved that is not the trivial character in Op/p,
therefore H0(Ω′n,Op/pn) = 0. From the sequence:

0 → H1(Ωn/Ω′n, H0(Ω′n,Op/pn)) →

H1(Ωn,Op/pn) → H1(Ω′n,Op/pn),

we obtain that the middle term is zero, obtaining the result.
The last inclusion is the composition of the functor Hom(−,MθZp

(w)) with
the functor take invariants by H to the projection map A∞ → Ã∞ → 0.

Remark 2.5. The hypothesis on the infinite type imposed in lemma 2.4 implies
that the Galois action to MθZp

(w), restricted to ∆ = Gal(K0/K) is irreducible
and is not any power of the cyclotomic character restricted to ∆. Therefore for
any i the restriction to ∆ of the Galois action on MθZp

(w+ i) is irreducible and
is not a power of the cyclotomic character.

Lemma 2.6. Under the conditions of the above lemma 2.4 we have that the fol-
lowing Λ(cycl)-modules ( ˆRK(E[p∞]))Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(µp∞ )) and ˆRK(µp∞ ) are iso-
morphic.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram,

0 → RH
K(E[p∞]) → H1(GK(E[p∞]), (MθZp(w))′)H rS,K∞−→ P H

S,K(E[p∞])

↑ α ↑ δ

0 → RK(µp∞ ) → H1(GK(µp∞ ), (MθZp(w))′)
rS,K(µp∞ )−→ PS,K(µp∞ ).

(2)

Let us remember that Hi(H, (MθZp(w))′) = 0 for i = 1, 2 (for i = 1 see the
proof of lemma 2.4, and we remind cdpH ≤ 1). Extending δ in the Hodschild-
Serre spectral sequence we obtain that δ is an isomorphism.
We extend the commutative diagram (2), with a commutative diagram by the
restriction maps (after checking that finite Galois cohomology groups maps to
finite cohomology Galois groups):

PS,K(µp∞ ) =
Q

v∈S\Sp

H1(K(µp∞ )v,(MθZp (w))
′
)

H1
f
(K(µp∞ )v ,(MθZp (w))

′
)

Q
v∈Sp

H1(K(µp∞)v, (MθZp(w))
′
)

↓Q ιv

P H
S,K∞ =

Q
v∈S\Sp

(
H1(K(E[p∞])v ,(MθZp (w))

′
)

H1
f
(K(E[p∞])v ,(MθZp (w))

′
)
)H Q

v∈Sp
H1(K(E[p∞])v, (MθZp(w))

′
)H

We will prove that ιv is a monomorphism, then α is an isomorphism, and
taking Pontryagin duality we obtain the result.

We consider first the restriction map on local Galois cohomology groups. By
the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence the restriction map

H1(K(µp∞)v, (MθZp(w))
′
) → H1(K(E[p∞])v, (MθZp(w))

′
)

has trivial kernel and cokernel if Hi(Hv, (MθZp(w)
′
) with i = 1, 2 are zero,

where Hv = Gal(K(E[p∞])v/K(µp∞)v). Effectively these Galois cohomology
groups are zero: for i = 2 because cdpHv ≤ 1, and for i = 1 if Hv is a finite
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group, it has order prime to p, and then is clear, if not it has Zp as a subgroup,
denote by γ its generator, and because the kernel of ψθ ⊗ Zp|H is not a finite
extension of K(µp∞), γ acts non-trivial on MθQp(w) (a one dimensional OK ⊗
Qp-module),thus γ − 1 acts exhaustively in MθQp

(w)/MθZp
(w) and noticing

(MθZp
(1))

′ ∼= MθQp
(w)/MθZp

(w), we obtain H1(Hv, (MθZp
(w)

′
) = 0.

Let us now prove that ιv is mono when v ∈ S \ Sp. Let us take α an el-
ement of H1(K(µp∞)v, (MθZp

(w)
′
) that by the restriction map maps to jv(δv) ∈

H1
f (K(E[p∞])v, (MθZp

(w)
′
) = jv(H1

f (K(E[p∞])v, (MθQp
(w−1))∗) where ∗ means

Hom(−,Qp). Consider the following commutative diagram:

H2(Hv , (MθQp (w − 1))∗) = 0

↑
H1(K(E[p∞])v , (MθQp (w − 1))∗) res1−→ H1(IK(E[p∞])v

, (MθQp (w − 1))∗)
↑ res ↑ res

H1(K(µp∞ )v, (MθQp (w − 1))∗) res2−→ H1(IK(µp∞ )v
, (MθQp (w − 1))∗)

↑ ↑
H1(Hv , (MθQp (w − 1))∗) H1(IK(µp∞ )v

/IK(E[p∞])v
, (MθQp (w − 1))∗) = 0

↑
0

,

where res and resi are restriction maps. The kernels of res1 and res2 are the
finite Galois cohomology group for the p-adic realization (MθQp(w − 1))∗, (by
the ker-cokern exact sequence we cab obtain that ιv is well defined). Observe,
if res(α) ∈ j(H1

f (K(E[p∞])v, (MθQp(w − 1))∗), res(α) = j(δα), then by the
surjection between the kerns of resi and the compatibility of jv with restric-
tion maps we have res(α) = jv(δα) = jv(res(δ̃α)) = res(jv(δ̃α)) with δ̃α in
H1

f (K(µp∞)v, (MθQp(w−1))∗) then by the injectivity of restriction map proved
above, we have α ∈ H1

f (K(µp∞)v, (MθQp(w))
′
).

Remark 2.7. Let be F the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K. The above results,
lemaes 2.4 and 2.6 are also true with the field F instead of K(µp∞). The proofs
needs minor changes.

3 Weak Leopoldt’s conjecture for Hecke charac-
ters

Let us take the following decomposition

Gal(K(E[p∞])/K) ∼= Γcycl × Γanticyc ×∆ ∼= Zp × Zp ×∆

where Γcycl =< σ >, σ generates the Galois group of the cyclotomic extension of
K, and Γanticyc =< τ >, where τ generates the extension K(E[p∞])∆/K(µp∞)∆

′

where ∆′ ∼= Gal(K(µp)/K) (we think also ∆′ as a subgroup of ∆ and τ as gen-
erator for the anticyclotomic Zp-extension of K).
Denote by Kcyc = K(µp∞)∆

′
the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K.

For Iwasawa modules notation in two variables we choose once and for all the
notation σ = Tc + 1 and τ = Ta + 1, therefore any Zp[[Gal(K(E[p∞])∆)/K]]-
module we identify with a Zp[[Ta, Tc]]-module.

The aim of this section is to obtain that the Zp[∆′][[Tc]]-module ˆRK(µp∞ ) is
torsion, therefore the weak conjectures for Hecke characters. We proved in §2
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that ˆRK(E[p∞]) is Λ-torsion and ˆRK(µp∞ ) is obtained by taking coinvariants from
ˆRK(E[p∞]) (Lemma 2.6). Therefore we need to ensure that the characteristic

power of the Λ-module ˆRK(E[p∞]) does not vanish when we take coinvariants.
Let us denote by κi the OK ⊗Z Zp =: Op-character giving the action of the

Galois group Gal(K(E[p∞])/K) on MθZp(w + i), with i an integer.
Define

ei(Ta) := (κ−1
i (τ)(Ta + 1)− 1),

which does not depend of i, then we denote ei(Ta) by e(Ta) (here κ−1
i (τ) ∈ Op

is given by κi applied to τ and taking it inverse in O∗p). Observe moreover

that κi is given by the action ϕaϕbχi
cycl = ϕmax(0,a−b)ϕmax(0,b−a)χ

min(b,a)+i
cycl

on OK ⊗ Zp
∼= MθZp

(w + i) (or on eθ(⊗wTpE)(i) by ϕaϕbχi
cycl), where χcycl

denotes the cyclotomic character. Denote by w̃ := max(a−b, b−a). Because for
defining e uses only the antyciclotomic generator, we can define ei changing κi

by κ̃ where κ̃ is the action given by ϕmax(0,a−b)ϕmax(0,b−a), which is the action
of the Galois group on M(w̃,0)Zp

(w̃) if w̃ = a− b or on M(0,w̃)Zp
(w̃) if w̃ = b− a.

Denote by χi the restriction of κi to the subgroup ∆, which is irreducible
(see remark 2.5), and let us consider the idempotent:

eχi :=
1

#∆

∑

τ∈∆

(χi(τ))τ−1 ∈ (OK ⊗ Zp)[∆].

For every Zp[∆]-module Z we denote by (Z ⊗Zp OK)χi or Zχi the module
eχi(Z ⊗Zp OK), and observe that Λχi ∼= Op[[Tc, Ta]].

Lemma 3.1. eχ
ˆRK(µp∞ ) is a Λ(cycl)χ

∼= Op[[Tc]]-torsion module for all p-adic
characters of ∆′ if e(T ) does not divide the characteristic power series fi(Ta, Tc)
of the (Zp[[Gal(K(E[p∞])/K)]])χi-module

(A∞ ⊗Zp OK)χi ,

for all i between 0 and p− 2 = #∆′ − 1.

Proof. Let gi(Tc, Ta) denote the characteristic power series for

HomOK⊗Zp(MθZp(w + i), (A∞ ⊗Zp OK)χi)

the (Zp[[Gal(K(E[p∞])/K)]])χi ∼= Op[[Tc, Ta]]-module. The characteristic power
series fi(Tc, Ta) and gi(Tc, Ta) are related by

fi(Tc, Ta) = gi(κ−1
i (σ)(Tc + 1)− 1, κ−1

i (τ)(Ta + 1)− 1),

(remember that MθZp(w + i) is a rank 1 free Op-module, and use the identifi-
cation HomZp(MθZp(w + i), M)∆ = HomOK⊗Zp(MθZp(w + i), (M ⊗Zp OK)χi)).
Observes that e(Ta) divides fi(Tc, Ta) if and only if Ta divides gi(Tc, Ta).

Let us now consider the Λ(cycl)-module ˆRK(µp∞ ). By the idempotent decom-
position, in order to prove that eχ

ˆRK(µp∞ ) is Λ(cycl)χ-torsion is enough to prove
eχi(( ˆRK(E[p∞]))Γanticyc) is aOp[[Tc]]-torsion for all i between 0 and p−2. Rewrite
now §2, with w + i instead of w, denote by Ri instead of R the Selmer groups
defined by w + i instead of w in the definition. For i > 0 is equivalent to prove
that eχi(( ˆRK(E[p∞]))Γanticyc) is Op[[Tc]]-torsion that eχi((

ˆRi
K(E[p∞]))Γanticyc) is

Op[[Tc]]-torsion. We have seen above in this proof that eχi((
ˆRi

K(E[p∞]))Γanticyc)
is Op[[Tc]]-torsion if ei(Ta) does not divide the polynomial gi(Tc, Ta).
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We do an explicit argument only in the non-split situation. Similar results
are in the split situation following the argument of [15, §4] with the results of
de Shalit [6] with lemma 3.3. The split situation is known to the specialists on
the subject (nevertheless see remark 3.7).

Let us impose that p is inert in K from now on. We study this non-divisibility
inside the Coates-Wiles morphisms. We impose moreover that a > b once and
for all. The condition a > b allow us to give precise references of the properties
that we need here for obtaining the results (properties (3), (4) and (5)), and
moreover we have here a very good understanding which is different from the
situation b > a see for example [1]. I believe that with the work of Tsuji [19] and
Kato [10] and using the dual exponential map instead of Coates-Wiles morphism
which is the morphism that we use here something can be done when b > a.

We follow the definition of elliptic units C∞ given by Rubin in [17] once and
for all. U∞ denotes the projective limit of the principal local units at p for
the tower of fields K(E[pn]). Consider first the w̃-th Coates-Wiles logarithmic
derivative

δw̃,0 : U∞ → OK ⊗ Zp

u 7→ (Dkloggu(Z))|Z=0,

where D is defined for example in [17, 7.19], and gu means the Coleman power
series associated to u.

The Coates-Wiles homomorphism is compatible with the Iwasawa action,

δ∞,[w̃](Fu) = ϕw(F )δw̃,0(u) = F (κ̃(σ)− 1, κ̃(τ)− 1)δw̃,0(u) (3)

where F any element of Op[[Gal(K∞/K0)]] where κ̃ the Galois action given in
M(w̃,0)(w̃).

We have the following result [17, Theorem 7.22]:
• Consider the elliptic unit ηa where a is any ideal prime to 6pf defined in

[17]. Then,

δ∞,[w̃](ηaOp) = (w̃ − 1)!(NK/Q(a)− κ̃(a))Ω−w̃L(κ̃, w̃)Op, (4)

where Ω is the period of the elliptic curve in the situation (w̃, 0).
For our application with w̃ = 1 we need a twisted version of the above 1th-

Coates-Wiles morphism, this is mainly done in [14, §2], we follow now [14] (now
w̃ = 1). The map defined by δn in [14, §2] is now,

δn,[w̃] : U∞ → Kp(Epn+1)

where Kp is the completion at p of K.
Let us consider ρ a finite character of Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(E[p])) which con-

ductor divides pn+1 which is a finite character ρ of Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(E[p])).
The following map does not depends of n under the divisibility condition such
that ρ factors through Gal(K(E[pn+1])/K) ([14, §2]):

δρ,[w̃] : U∞ → Kp(E[p∞])

defined by

δρ,[w̃](u) :=
1

pn+1

∑

γ∈Gal(K(E[pn+1])/K)

ρ(γ)δn+1,[w̃](u)γ .
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This map has the following two properties:
•[14, Lemma 2.1.(iii)]

δρ,[w̃](hu) = h(κ̃ρ−1(σ)− 1, κ̃ρ−1(τ)− 1)δρ,[w̃](u)

for any u ∈ U∞ and h ∈ OK ⊗ Zp[[Gal(K(E[p∞])/K(E[p]))]]. Here κ̃ denotes
the action given over Mw̃,0(w̃).

• (Coates-Wiles) Consider a an ideal prime to 6pf satisfying NK/Q(a)−κ̃(a) 6≡
0 in Op/p. Exist an elliptic unit ηa such that

δρ,[w̃](ηaOp) = (w̃ − 1)!Ω−w̃(1− κ̃(p)
(p2)w̃

)L(ρκ̃, w̃)Op, (5)

where Ω is the period of the elliptic curve E (see [11, Theorem 11]) if a > b.
We know that the χi are non-trivial character and are not any power of

the cyclotomic character under the divisibility conditions of lemma 2.4 (i.e.
p+1 - w̃ = |b−a|), and moreover we impose here, in order to use Rubin’s result
on the main Iwasawa conjecture [16], that χi are nontrivial on the decomposition
group of p in ∆ where p is the prime of K above p. Under these conditions, we
choose some concrete ideal ai of OK , which satisfies κi(ai) 6≡ NK/Q(ai) modp
(see for the existence of ai with this property [2, Remark 5.8]), then is known
that ηai generates the rank 1 Iwasawa module Cχi

∞ of elliptic units and we can
choose such that (NK/Q(ai) − κ̃(ai)) 6= 0, thus we will apply the equality (4)
with a = ai. In the situation with w̃ = 1, one can choose an a as in equation
(5) such that NK/Q(a)− κi(a) 6≡ 0 in Op/p because the χi are not any power of
the cyclotomic character for any i between 0 and p− 1.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that χi is nontrivial on the decomposition group of
p in ∆ where p is the prime of K above p, and that p + 1 - w̃ with a > b. Then,
e(Ta) does not divide fi(Tc, Ta) for all i = 0, . . . , p− 2.

Proof. By Rubin’s theorem on Iwasawa main conjecture [16] (from which we im-
pose the assumption in the theorem), and McConnell result [11, prop.13,remark
p.171] we have that Cχi

∞ ∼= fi(Tc, Ta)Eχi

∞, where C∞ denotes the elliptic units for
the imaginary quadratic field K given in ([17]) and E∞ is the clousure of the
global units of K∞ see for example [15].

By construction e(κ̃(τ) − 1) = 0, and suppose that e(Ta) divide fi(Tc, Ta).
Consider first w̃ > 1. The map δ∞,[w̃] satisfies:

δ∞,[w̃](fiu) = fi(κ̃(σ)− 1, κ̃(τ)− 1)δ∞,[w̃](u) = 0,

with u ∈ Eχi

∞ therefore using the property (4) we have L(κ̃, w̃) = 0 which is
impossible by lemma 3.3.

Let us consider now w̃ = 1. We follow the argument used for w̃ > 1 but we
need to consider the characters ρ in order to apply Rohrlich’s result [13, Theorem
1] (lemma 3.3). Let us consider Dirichlet characters ρ such that factorizes in
the cyclotomic Zp-extension we have,

δρ,[w̃](fiu) = fi(ρ−1κ̃(σ)− 1, κ̃(τ)− 1)δρ,[w̃](u) = 0,

for all these characters ρ, therefore by (5) one obtains L(ρκ̃w, w̃) = 0 with
contradiction with Rohrlich result [13, Theorem 1] (or lemma 3.3).
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Lemma 3.3. Let be f the cusp form which it corresponds to ϕw̃ or ϕw̃ which
has weight w̃ +1 (see [13, §1] and references there to the associated cusp form).
Then for all but finitely many Dirichlet characters ρ unramified at p the primes
of K above p and also unramified at infinity, we have

L(i, f, ρ) 6= 0,

for any fixed integer i between [w̃/2]+1 and w̃ (where [r] denotes the integer part
of r). Moreover, with the exception for w̃ odd and applied at integer [w̃/2] + 1,
the above result is true for any Dirichlet character ρ.

Proof. The main part is the deep theorem of Rohrlich [13, Theorem 1]. He
proves the result at the integer value [w̃/2] + 1 for w̃ odd, which is true for
almost all Dirichlet characters with the imposed unramified condition. The
proof in the other situations are classically known for any Dirichlet character
ρ.

Theorem 3.4 (Weak Jannsen’s conjecture). Let K be an imaginary qua-
dratic field of class number 1. Let p be a prime which E has supersingular
reduction over the primes over p in K (p is inert). Let S be a set of primes of
K which contains the primes of K over p and the primes of f. Let us impose
that θ is of infinite type (a, b) and satisfy firstly p + 1 - w̃ = |b− a| = a− b and
secondly that χi is nontrivial on the decomposition group of p in ∆ where p is
the prime of K above p.

Then
H2(GS ,MθQp(n)) = 0

for all n up to a finite number of Tate twists n.

Proof. From proposition 3.2 and lemma 3.1 we have that the Pontryagin dual
of Rcycl is Λ(cycl)-torsion. Use now lemma 2.3 and propositions 1.4, 1.5 to
conclude.

Theorem 3.5 (weak Leopoldt’s conjecture). With the same hypotheses of
theorem 3.4, we have that eχlim

←−
m

H2(KS/K(µpm),MθZp) is a torsion Λ(cycl)χ-

module.

Proof. Straightforward by proposition 1.5.

In the literature appears also the so called Mazur, Schneider and Wingberg
conjecture which in our situation asserts that the cohomology group

H2(Gal(KS/Kcyc), (MθZp(1))′)

should vanish (observe that (MθZp(1))′ ∼= eθ(⊗wE[p∞])).

Theorem 3.6 (Mazur/Schneider/Wingberg conjecture). Let K be an
imaginary quadratic field of class number 1. Let p be a prime which E has good
supersingular reduction at the prime above p in K. Let S be a set of primes of
K which contains the primes of K over p and the primes of f. Let us impose
that the infinite type (a, b) satisfies p + 1 - w̃ = |b− a| = a− b. Then,

H2(Gal(KS/Kcyc, (MθZp(1))′) = 0.
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Proof. Observe first (MθZp(1))′ ∼= (MθQp(1))∗(1)/(MθZp
)(1))∗(1) (we follow the

notation introduced in §1). From [11, Theorem 2] the vanishing of the Ga-
lois group is equivalent that H2(Gal(KS/Kcycl),MθZp

(1)) is a Op[[Tc]]-torsion

module. That this module is torsion, is equivalent to ˆR1−w
Kcyc

is Op[[Tc]]-torsion
(proof of lemma 2.3 with remark 2.7). Apply lemma 3.1 and proposition 3.2 to
conclude.

Remark 3.7 (The ordinary situation). Suppose that p splits in K. Let us
sketch here some traces of the proof. We impose now that p − 1 - w̃ = |b − a|.
We follow arguments closely to Rubin’s arguments in [15, §3,§4] (which prove
the result when θ has infinite type (1, 0) = (a, b)). Define the Selmer group R in
definition 2.1 without taking any condition at places over p (i.e. the restricted
Selmer group instead of the extended one). Then, the arguments through §2 are
unchanged with X∞ instead of A∞ or Ã∞ (in the ordinary situation X∞ is a Λ-
torsion module). The annihilator for X∞ by Rubin’s proof of the Iwasawa main
conjecture is the annihilator for global units modulo C∞. Therefore with [6, The-
orem 4.14] we can obtain that the L function associated to the Hecke character
annihilates the Selmer group following [15, Lemma 4.1,Theorem 4.2](this is the
translation in the ordinary situation of our results on non-divisibility in §3).
Now use proposition 3.3 in order to obtain that the dual of the Selmer group at
K(µp∞) and at Kcycl is torsion (following [15, Theorem 4.4]).
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